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TASET
Break away from conventional table settings 
Be imaginative of creating your own eating environment



Problem Space

Nowadays, people are so busy with their life that they do not have much time to cook 
or to enjoy their meal at home. Especially for people who live by themselves, eating 
has become nothing, but an act of stuffing their stomach for sustenance purpose. 
Many people are in rush and no longer within the moment they are in. Then I asked 
myself, how the design could help people to remove themselves from the busy life and 
to allow them to appreciate and to have more enjoyable eating experience at home. 







Mid-point Presentation



Feedbacks from first semester mid-point presentation



After a month of break from the school, I have went back to 
my initial idea of this project. And started questioning myself:

What is it about my design that can be special on its own? 

How is it different from any other serving trays? 

What does the puzzle surfaces do to the users? 

Why put legs on the tray? 

Have I tried it out? 

Doesn’t my tray require more time on preparing for eating?

So how does that minimize the time in eating experience?



User Testing
To pick up on where I have left from last semester, I have quickly built 
a breakfast tray to see if adding legs on the tray is neccessary.



The mockup has legs with the height that aim to put into the design. After trying it out to myself and other participants, I have 
noticed that it was comfortable, but at the same time, the legs restrict the users from freely carrying it around. So adding legs 
clearly shows that my intention of allowing easy portability will not work with addition of legs. 



What is Eating?
As the second semester started, I have gotten so many questions and critiques on 
everything that seemed to be perfectly good to go. I imagined to spend all my semester 
making the product the way I wanted to from last semester. But due to so many unexpected 
questions and feedbacks from people, it led myself to ask the very basic question. what 
is eating? I found myself so caught up with the design, that I no longer thought about the 
philosophy and research behind my design. 



Eating Experience

What is eating? Some people say eating experience is the literal moment of eating, 
while others say eating experience include all preparation, cooking, eating to cleaning 
up. I do agree that eating experience come from all four aspects, therefore I wanted 
to design something that can touch base on all four elements of eating experience.



User Reseasrch

To really remind myself and to get more information of one person eating experience at home, 
I have started collecting what are the adventages and disadventages of eating alone. 



Adventage Disadventage

• Can focus on eating
• Can eat at their own pace
• Don’t need to care about 

others
• Easy to choose what to eat
• Can eat whenever they want

• Boring (No company)
• Don’t chew much (Want to get 

over eating as soon as possible)
• Fail in portion of food (Left over 

food)
• No delivery due to minimum 

amount of delivery order
• Lonely
• Cooking & doing dishwashing are 

annoying
• Doesn’t use much dishes to 

reduce dishwashing
• Not much care for plating, eating 

off of the pot, or takeout boxes
• Looks somewhat miserable



Want & Need

• Partition
• Where you place your cell phones
• Keeping food warm
• Want to feel self-worth, appreciated, and 

feel fancy
• Place to put cutlery
• Table set for one person only
• Plates not fall off from while carrying it around



Through design, I would like to encourage alone eating, where I would design a dinner set 
for one person use. There are many existing dishwares for multi-person use, but never for one 
person use. In fact, there is bento box, and it is convenient, but it does not visually look pleasing. 
I am not trying to overturn one’s behaviour of eating, where I won’t be adding more steps in 
eating, but rather reducing steps of eating experience. My aim is to make the eating stages 
more convenient, simple, and that requires less time. 

How could design satisfy these needs?



• Disharmonious dishware = unappreciation of oneself/lack of self-worth
• Wanting the instagram/restaurant eating experience = enhancement of self-appreciation
• Can’t find the time to go out and buy matching/harmonious dishwares = waste of time/

money since a person doesn’t need more than 1-3 dishes 
• Dishwashing = annoying/ want to have as less dishes as possible to clean
• Difficult to cook the right amount for one person = Food portion problem
• When you are eating, you always eat with your phone and tablet (not many owns TV these 

days)= But no place to put it. 

Things to Consider



Keywords:

• Harmious
• Modular
• Aesthetic 
• Portable
• convenient

The design is intended to ease one’s burden to go out and find harmonious, visually pleasing dishwares.

Key elements in design:

1. Modular + fit in pieces of plates that become a tray when put together
2. Device holder (key element for one person)
3. Temporary cover up for any left over food. 
• No extra container needed, less dishwashing time
• While it being use, aesthetically appealing dishes then using ugly container to eat left over food 
4. Not limited with size (Modular Components)
5. Modular components allows interaction
6. Table set for one
7. Dishes to be the design itself (decorative)

Interlocking trays:

• Interactive
• Existing trays are way too limited in size, but the interlocking trays will not be.

Dish Covers:

Tray also acting as a cover will
• Reduce dishes
• Less stages required
• Convinient
• In a more visually pleasing condition when you take it out to eat the left over food

Basic Design Concept



First Prototypes for user testing. For this 
particular model, I have used foam cores, 
cardboards and paper dishes to make the 
models. The dishwares are stuck to the trays. 
And the each tray is made with double layers 
where there is a gap in between two layers 
for long cardboard piece to slot in to act as a 
connector. 

Feedbacks from the participants:

1. Assembling: 
- It was hard to fit the narrow cardboards 
inside to assemble the pieces together. 
- Took a long time to figure it out. 
- It was challenging to assemble them and 
make them look harmonized at the same 
time.

2. Putting food: 
- Since the dishes were stuck to the base, it 
was hard to clean up the mess when food was 
spilt on the tray.

3: Eating:
- Satisfied with the dish sizes
- As the dishes are stuck to the tray, the 
participant had to put her mouth towards it, 
which is uncomfortable. 

4: Device holder: 
- The device holder couldn’t hold the iPad. 
- Designed for a phone? 

5: The size of the entire piece: 
- The dimension of the overall piece is 
unnecessarily big. 

Idea 3D sketches



User Testing



Based on the first user testing that I 
have done, I started to study more on 
appropriate size of the trays and dishes. 

As for final dimensions:

Dimensions of trays:
1) 10”x10”
2) 10”x5”
3) 5”x5”

Dimensions of dishes:
1) 9”x9” (bowl//plate top diameter)
2) 4”x4” (small bowl top diameter)

Dimenensions for device holder:
1) 5”x2.5”x4” (length x width x height)

After figuring out the final dimensions, I 
wanted to know how many pieces are 
needed overall. At first, I had overall 
of 15”x20”, but it seemed overly too 
big for one person. Therefore I have 
narrowed down the overall dimension to 
be 15”x10”, where it is composed with 
1 of 10”x10” 3 of 5” x5” and 1 of 10”x5” 
pieces.

Dimension Study



Looking at different possibilities of 
combinations using different dimension sizes, 
and different numbers of pieces. 

Combination Study



Coming up with the right mechanism 
to work as a connector was the most 
challenging. I had explored with railing 
connector,  mirror clips, hanger plate, 
earth magnet, snap fastener, clips, and 
observing the how chain door guard 
made. 

Out of all 6 mechanisms, earth magnet 
functioned well. The problem was the the 
dowl earth magnet that I have used was 
so short that if I put force on both size 
of the pieces, they would disconnect. 
Since longer earth magnet is rare and 
very costly, I have decided to extend the 
connection by adding in metal dowls 
in between the earth magnets. Also by 
using metal rods, it no longer polarizes. 
They can fit in anyway the users want to 
put in. 

Mechanism Study



TASET
Piece it. Move it. Eat it. Store it. 

Christopher McCandless said, “Happiness is only real when shared,” but he 
never mentions anything about food. Food makes us happy, but it doesn’t 
need to be enjoyed in the presence of others to be appreciated wholly and 
completely.

There has never been a complete dinner set for use of one person. Neither 
did it satisfy aethetics, functions and convenience all at the same time.

Taset is composed of modular components that allows the users to freely 
compose their own table setting without having to tie themselves into 
conventional table settings.

Taset brings feelings of appreciation, freedom and comfort.

Taset is a dinner set for the users who live alone and eat alone. It satisfies the 
aesthetic wants and is convenient.

Due to constant movement within the joints of the pieces, the connector 
must be user friendly. 
Simple action of connecting/disconnecting with use of magnets and metal 
rods to double the connection strength.

Materials are carefully chosen. Both walnut wood and ceramic are food 
safe. 

Dishwares will be in geometric shapes to enhance the aesthetic while it is 
being used or not. The bottom trays will be in square and rectangular shapes 
to give enough straight surface area while connecting with each other. 



3D CAD Sketches



Possibility 1:
Drilled in lid wit solid piece

Possibility :
Fit in lid with solid piece

Storage System



First 1:1 Scale with Mechanism



CNC Testing

With existing bowl, I have cut out grooves with CNC router to test out how the concept design would look roughly



Device holder mock-up

25 degree

45 degree10 degree



First mock-up: Bowls
Foam Cutting

Foam models to test out how I could make 
the final design of dishes. To learn about 
the stages I need to take to make ceramic 
bowls. These models were made without 
consideration of exact sizes.



First mock-up: Bowls

As I had to make plater molds out of the 
foam models, I coated the foam with spray 
paints so that the plaster don’t go into the 
holes of the foam. The coating allows the 
foam to easily come out from the plaster 
mold, without racking the shape when it’s 
taken out. But I’ve noticed that the foam 
was melting as I was spraying the foam

Coating: Spray Paint



First mock-up: Bowls

As the spray paint did not work, I have 
used gesso and matt medium to conceal 
the foam. I have put on 3 layers of gesso 
and concealed the foam with matt 
medium on top. This allowed the models to 
be perfectly concealed from any plasters 
from going into the foam. 

Coating: Gesso & Matt Medium



Second mock-up: Bowls

While I was working with foams, I also tried 
another version where I poured plaster into 
the bowl sizes that I want and sanding off 
the surfaces to get the geometrical shape. 
I’ve noticed that this takes too much time, 
and that I don’t have much control with 
the plaster, therefore I decided not to go 
with this way of using plaster as a model for 
plaster casting. 

PLaster carving



First mock-up: Bowls

This is the process of making plaster molds 
with the foam models. 

Plaster Mold Making

First mock-up: Bowls



First mock-up: Bowls

Slip casting testing using: DM, white star, 
Glacier slips to for material tests. In the end, 
I have decided to use glacier, as it was 
glossy, translucent, and smoother texture. 

Slip Casting



First mock-up: Bowls
Bisqueware



2nd CNC testing 

The reason I have made the ceramic 
bowls before working on the wooden 
components, is because the shrinkage 
of ceramic is always unpredictable. 
Therefore I had to wait until it is fully fired 
to know the exact size. Then with the final 
diamension of dishes, I have grooved out 
the wooden pieces. As I did not know 
the exact dimension of the top + bottom 
of the bowls, I traced out the bowls onto 
the wooden piece, then scanned it on 
computer. After that I have, traced the 
pencil mark with illustrator to send into CNC 
lab. 

Bisqueware

Scanned File Traced Markes



2nd CNC testing 

The problem with this version is that 
becasue I didn’t have exact dimension 
of the diameter of the bowls, The CNCed 
out grooves were very unharmonious 
and looked unfinshed. But at the same 
time, I was able to roughly see how the 
overall design would look. And noticed 
that the thickness of the wood is quite thin 
compared to how stable the dishes look, 
therefore I’ve decided to enlarge the 
thickness of the wood to 3/4” instead of 
1/4”.

Problem



Revision

I decided to print out the decagon 
(10-angle shape) and taped it onto the 
foams to give myself guide lines. This 
allowed the bowls to have same angles 
all around. Decagons are in 9” and 4” 
diamester. And the foams are cut with wire 
cutting machine. 

Final Decagon Bowls



Process of making: Final

Remade plaster mold with refined version of foam models

Slip Casting



Process of making: Final

When the greenwares are taken out from 
the plastermold, the edges of the lines 
are not depicted clearly from the mold. 
Therefore i had to water sand the surfaces 
to bring out each edge lines, with a 
wooden block that has canvas over it. 

Sanding greenware



Process of making: Final

Bisquewares also have to be sanded with watered sand paper to have smoother surface.

Sanding Bisque-ware



Process of making: Final

I have done several glaze testings with 
initially made dishes:

Glazes:

• Matt
• Maiolica
• Black matt
• Bathroom white 
• Celadon

Glaze Testing



Process of making: Final

I have decided to use galze maiolica 
(shiny) for the final glazing stage. But due to 
shininess and the thickness of the glaze, all 
the sharp edges were lost, and the dishes 
were all warped, which were no longer flat 
to the ground. 

Glaze First Decision



Process of making: Final

Then I tried the glaze firing without any 
glaze on it. But it warped again, so the 
problem was not because of the glaze 
itself. But because I have put the bowls 
on the kiln upright, which made the bowls 
to warp downward. But I liked the outer 
surface of non-glazed ones, which kept its 
sharp edges and smooth surface.

No Glaze



Process of making: Final
Final Glazing: Matt Glaze

Glazing the inside of the ceramic dishes, to keep the sharp edges of the outer surface. 

Scrapped off the edges and brushed on Aluminum Hydrates so the bowls don’t stick to the kiln



Process of making: Final

As the shape of ceramic dishes kept on 
warping, I have flipped the ceramic dishes 
upside down to keep the top part flat to 
the kiln. This solves the problem from the 
dishes warping. 

Final glazing



Process of making: Final

Top pockets:
- Diameter: 9” & 4”

Small Pockets:
- Diameter: 5” & 2.5”

Cutlery Pocket: 
- 4” x 9”

Depth:
- 3mm

This is a test CNC pieces before cutting the 
pockets right onto the final wooden pieces.

Final CNC cuts: Test



Process of making: Final
Final CNC cuts



Process of making: Final
User Testing with Magnet & Metal Dowels



Process of making: Final
Production



What is Taset?
The modern world leaves little time for dining conventions, in our busy lives, 
we often find ourselves eating from take out containers or even eating right 
off the pot. We deserve better and should value ourselves higher through the 
experience of eating. A dinner set for one, Taset is a portable and modular, 
multifunctioning place setting that doesn’t skimp on the aesthetic experience 
of fine dining. By allowing the user to conveniently layout their dining space, 
Taset helps the users to create a harmonious dining experience giving the 
feeling of self-appreciation and engagement in the moment of eating. 



Device Holder

Cutlery Holder

Small bowl

Bowl Holder

Cup Holder

Large Plate

Plate Holder



Connector:
1/4” metal dowl



Diagram Examples





BottomTop 

Grooves cut for the plates/bowls to rest in Grooves cut to cover up the plates/bowls



Plate/Bowl Cover



Maquette Design (Exhibition)



Business Card

Take-away Design


